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Article 3. Admission 

1. Requirements 

− Candidates who have graduated from high school or have been approved to study at a 

university in the country of resident. 

− Approved by the Principal based on the recommendation of the University's Admissions Panel. 

2. Register for admission/ Accepting the offered study place 

− Admitted applicants must provide documents as prescribed under the Regulations for 

University and Colledge full-time students and other documents required by the University of 

Agriculture and Forestry. 

− Office of Student Affairs request for official decision from the Rector of TUAF to recognize 

the applicants as a student of TUAF and grant to the student: 

• Student card; 

• Scheduled timetable; 

• Things to know for full-time students; 

• Account to access the university’s "course enrolment" site. 

• Email account with the domain name of TUAF. 

 

Article 5. Time schedule and training plan 

a) The course is the designed time period for students to complete a specific program. The course 

is prescribed as follows: Advanced Education Program for undergraduate full-time students is 

designed for 4.0 years, students must complete training programs with cumulative number of at 

least 120 credits (not including language preparation, no credits for Defense Education and 

Physical Education). 

b) Each academic year has two main semesters and a supplementary semester. 

c) Maximum time to complete the program: no more than 2 times of the designed time for the 

training program specified in Clause 1 of this Article, except for students of ethnic minorities. 

If a student misses the specified deadline, they will be removed from the list of students of the 

University. 

 

Article 10. Subject enrolment 

b) Additional subject enrolment: according to the detailed plan announced by the AEP Office. 

3. The number of credits that each student must register in each semester is stipulated as follows: 

At least 14 credits and a maximum of 25 credits per semester, except for the last semester, for 

students with a satisfactory academic rating.
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Article 11. Withdrawal from registered subjects 

1. The withdrawal of the registered subjects for each semester can be done during specific time 

period announced by the University. After this time limit, the enrolments are officially 

recognized, student who does not attend officially recognized subjects will be considered 

arbitrarily dropped out and must receive a zero (score 0) for the subjects. For students who travel 

abroad or have a special reason, they may be considered for withdrawal or additional enrollment 

beyond the prescribed time limit when a request form is sent to the school. 

2. The withdrawal of the registered subjects shall be made through the student's registration 

account and shall not violate Clause 3, Article 10 of this Regulation. In case of expiry of the 

cancellation period on the system, students will apply for cancellation by sending request form to 

AEP office. 

 

Article 12. Retake subjects 

1. Students get an F grade for a compulsory subject, must re-enroll in that subject in one of the 

following semesters until they earn A, B, C, or D. The grade of the last attempt will be is counted 

as the official score of the subject. 

2. For the subjects Political Theory, Physical Education, Military Training: students can enroll to 

study with other AEP students of the following batches or with students of other faculties at 

TUAF. 

3. For subjects taught in English (according to the original program of the partner university), if 

students do not pass the subjects, they must enroll in the same subject to study with other AEP 

students of the following batches. 

4. Students get an F grade for an elective subject must re-enroll in that subject or enroll in another 

equivalent elective course in one of the following semesters. 

5. In addition to the cases specified in Clauses 1 and 2 of this Article, students are allowed to re-

enroll or change to another subject for elective subjects with grades C and D to improve their 

grade point avarages (GPA).  

6. For compulsory courses, students are allowed to retake the courses with grades C and D to 

improve the cumulative GPA. 

 

Article 13. Student exchange 

1. Conditions for participation in the student exchange program 

− GPA of previous semester was 2.5 or higher at time of registration. 

− IELTS score of 5.0 or above (international or internal tests); 

− Conduct grade of the semester before the registration period was qualified as good or 

higher; 

− Participating in scientific research is an advantage; 

− Prioritize students who participate in extra-curricular activities organized by class, AEP 

office and the university. 

2. Benefits 

− Redeem the points of the subjects studied at the partner university; 
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− Enjoy the privileges of partner universities for TUAF’s students. 

3. Obligations 

- Students have to pay tuition fee to TUAF in accordance with the number of credits registered 

for exchange at the partner university. 

 

Article 14. Sick leave 

Students applying for sick leave during the semester or during the examination, must apply for 

permission or call the homeroom teacher and teacher in charge of the subject before taking the 

leave and complete the application (request form and Medical Certificate. From the university 

clinic, local clinic or hospital) and submit to the AEP office and Office of Education Quality 

Assurance (in case of delaying exam) in 5 days from the day of leaving. 

 

Article 15. Year of study and study performance classification 

1. After each semester, based on the cummulative credits, students are classified as follows: 

a) First-year students: less than 30 credits; 

b) Second year students: from 30 credits to less than 60 credits; 

c) Third year students: from 60 credits to less than 90 credits; 

d) Fourth year student: from 90 credits to 120 credits; 

e) Fifth-year student: from over 120 credits to 135 credits. 

2. After each semester, based on the cumulative overall GPA, the school organizes academic 

review and academic rankings for students as follows: 

a) Ordinary class: If the GPA reaches 2.00 or more. 

b) Weak class: If the GPA falls below 2.00, but not yet fallen into the case of being forced to 

drop out. 

3. Academic achievement in the supplementary semester of the school year (including re-

enrollment, study to improve grades, study to fast track academic progress) is included in the 

results of the second semester of that school year to rank academic performance for students. 

 

Article 16. Temporarily leave 

1. Students are entitled to temporarily leave and reserve their study results in the following cases: 

a) Being required to serve in the militarys; 

b) Suffering from an illness or accident requiring long-term treatment; 

c) For personal needs. In this case, students must study and have grades of at least one semester 

at university, not fall into the cases of being forced to drop out prescribed in Article 16 of this 

Regulation and must achieve from 2.00 or more. Time of temporary leave for personal needs 

must be included in the official study period specified in Clause 3, Article 5 of this Regulation. 

 

d) Students wishing to temporarily leave must write a form (univrersity form) with confirmation 

of the Dean of the Department and send to Office of Student Affairs. The Office of Student 
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Affairs will submit to the Rector to sign a decision for students to leave school temporarily 

within 10 days from the date of receiving the application. 

 

2. Students who are on temporarily leave, when they want to return to study at the university, 

must submit an application form to the Rector (through Office of Student Affairs) at least one 

week before the start of the new semester. 

a) In case of being required to serve in the military, applying for a return to study with a copy of 

the Decision on the leave. 

b) For cases of illness, accident requiring long-term treatment, filing with a certificate of the 

medical agency that directly treated the student; 

c) In addition to the above two cases, students submit certification from the local authorities 

about the sense of law observance during their stay in the locality. 

 

Article 17. English and informatics conditions, academic warning and drop out 

1. English requirements 

a) Regulations on English standards 

Every September, all students submit evidence to the AEP Office illustrating their meeting of 

English standard as below. 

- Requirement to continue to study 

+ Minimum organizational or international IELTS 4.5 at the end of the first year of study. 

+ Minimum organizational or international IELTS 5.0 at the end of the first year of study. 

+ Minimum organizational or international IELTS 5.5 at the end of the first year of study. 

b) Handling of cases not meet English proficiency requirement 

− Students are not eligeble for consideration to be exchange students abroad and participate in 

graduation internships in Vietnam and abroad. 

− Students are not eligeble for study encouragement scholarships and other forms of reward. 

− Graduated from an advanced degree program cannot be considered for students who do not 

have at least 5.5 IELTS at the time of graduation. 

c) Exemption and transfer of points for English and Informatics subjects 

− English: Students are exempt from English language subject during the English 

preparatory year if they meet one of the following requirements: 

• Having an International IELTS certificate of 5.5 or above within a 2-year period up to the date 

of registration for English subject. Accredited for 10 points for English subjects. 

• Students pass the English entrance exam administered by AEP.  

• Students with nationalities in Countries with English as an Official Language. 

− Informatics: Students are exempted from Informatics subject if they have IC3 certificate 

before the time of registration for Informatics and being accredited for 10 points for that learning 

subject. 

2. Academic performance warnings 
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a) Warning of academic results 

− Learning outcome warnings are conducted each semester, to help students with poor learning 

outcomes and develop appropriate learning plans to be able to graduate within the maximum 

period of study allowed. The warning of student achievement is based on the following 

conditions: 

• GPA below 1.20 for first-year students, below 1.40 for second-year students, below 1.60 for 

third-year students or below 1.80 for following years and final-year students; 

• GPA of the semester is below 0.80 for the first semester of the program, below 1.00 for 

following semesters; 

• The total number of credits with grade F accumulated from the beginning of the to the time of 

considerationf exceeds 24 credits. 

− Students are not allowed to be warned of their academic results for two consecutive 

main semesters (two main semesters in the same school year or two continuous main semesters 

of two consecutive school years). Number of times of warning of academic results in the whole 

program up to 4 times (4 semesters) 

− Handling students who have been warned about their learning outcomes: Students who 

are warned about their study results remain includes in student list of a class. Academic and 

behavioral considerations still follow students' grades. Students receiving warn of academic 

results must strengthen contact with their homeroom teacher, academic advisor for advice on 

individual study plans. Students will be removed from the list of warning if the following 

semester results no longer violate the conditions mentioned above. If at the end of the following 

semester, students continue to be warned of their academic results, they will be forced dropout 

treated according to the rule specified at Clauses 2 and 3 of this article. 

b) Being forced to drop out 

At the end of each semester, students will be forced to drop out if they fall into one of the 

following cases: 

− Be warned of academic performance for 2 consecutive main semesters or be warned the 4th 

time for academic performance; 

- Dropping out of school without permission, receiving semester GPA 0.  

- Exceeding the maximum time period allowed to study at the university specified in Clause 3, 

Article 6 of this Regulation; 

− Impersonating other students in classes, exams and vice versa for the second time. 

c) No later than one month after being forced to drop out, the university will send a decision 

document to the locality where the student has permanent residence.  

In case students want to transfer to be university part-time students or full-time college students 

in the same major, they must apply for consideration.  

 

Article 18. Handling of rule violation 

1. Force to drop out 

Students are forced to drop out of university if they commit one of the following cases: 

− Receive academic performace warning at level 3. 
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− Semester GPA is 0.0 (4.0 scale). 

- Exceeding the maximum time allowed to study at the university (specified in Clause 3, Article 5 

of this regulation). 

− Do not enrol in subjects, drop out of classes for no permitted reasons during the semester. 

− Being disciplined for the second time due to impersonating activities in exams or being 

disciplined at the level of removing name from the university student list. 

 

Article 19. Academic assessment 

1. For the subjects with only theories or both theory and practice: Depending on the nature of the 

subject, the overall grade of the subject (hereinafter referred to as the subject grade) is calculated 

based on some parts or all component grades, including: regular test scores during the learning 

process; grade for practice, attendance grade; mid-term exam grade, discussion grade and final 

exam grade. 

2. For practical courses: Students must attend all practice session. The average score of all 

practice sessions in a semester is rounded to one decimal place as the point of the practical 

session. 

3. Lecturers in charge of the subjects are incharge of preparing exam questions, tests and give 

scores for the section, the final exam and take responsibility for the quality of the exam questions 

they drafted. 

 

Article 20. Organizing the final exam 

1. At the end of each study period, each semester, the teacher actively organizes a unique exam to 

finish the course (no repetition). 

2. The exam preparation period of each course is proportional to the number of credits of that 

course, at least 0.5 day for each credit (except for subjects that delivered by foreign lecturers). 

3. Requirements for the attending final exam 

Based on the nature of the course, the lecturers are in charge of determining the requirements for 

students to be eligible to attend final exam.  

a. For the courses consists of only theories 

Students are allowed to take the final exam when they meet the following conditions: 

− Having attendance of 80% or more of the prescribed time for that course, except for students 

who are allowed by the Rector to be absent from classes due to participating in university 

activities. 

− Attend all tests or midterm exams as prescribed. 

b. For the courses consists of only practice sessions and experiments 

− Students must attend the full time and comply with the regulations of the practical and 

experimental courses to gain credits. 

c. For the courses consists of both theory and exercises / experiments / practices 

Students are allowed to take the final exam when they meet the following conditions: 
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- Theoretical part: Students who are present in the class of 80% or more of the time specified for 

that theory except those who are allowed by the Principal to leave due to participating in 

university activities. 

− Exercises / experiments / practice: Students must attend at least 80% of the prescribed hours for 

the exercises and attend all tests or mid-term exams as prescribed. 

d. Students who do not qualify for the final exam must receive a score of zero (score 0) and must 

retake the course according to the provisions of Article 12. 

 

Article 21. Types of final exam 

2. Final exams can be written, multiple choice, essay, interview, computer-based or combination 

of the above forms. 

5. Students who are absent from the final exam: 

- If permitted reasons are provided (see Article 13), students are eligible for supplemetary exam 

and being graded as first attempt.  

- If no permitted reasons are provided, students are considered to have taken the test and must 

receive a score of 0 (zero).  

6. Students absent for permitted reasons (to be postponed according to the provisions of Article 

13 or mobilized under the decision of the university), the university will arrange another 

examination and considere the score as test scores of first attempt. In case students do not 

participate in that exam, if: 

− There is permitted reasons (with application sending to the International Program Office and 

Office of Student Affairs): be considered not to include that course’s grage part in calculation of 

the semester GPA but must retake the course in the following semesters. 

 

Article 23. Calculation of component grades and course grade 

The evaluation score for the component and end-of course exams is graded according to 10.0 

scale (from 0 to 10), rounded to one decimal place. 

a. The calculation of attendance points: a maximum score of 10 points is calculated on a scale of 

10, including: 

− Students attend all classes, le.ssons, complete all assignments, meet requirements: maximum 

8.0 points 

− Give students encouragement points for enthusiastically participate in lessons or have 

innovations to improve the quality of learning in classes: maximum 2.0 points. 

Attendance score will be deducted if students make the following violations: 
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Violations of regulation 
Number of 

Course credit 
Subtracted point 

Absent from classes without 

approval 

1 credit 2.0 points/1 class hour 

2 credits 1.5 points/ class hour 

3 credits 1.0 point/ class hour 

4 credits 0.5 point/ class hour 

Being late 1-4 credits 1.0 point/1 time of violation 

Make, pick up phone call, text 

messages in class hour 
1-4 credits 1.0 point/1 time of violation 

Talk, sleep, do other things 1-4 credits 1.0 point /1 time of violation 

 

b. Mid-term exam scores and final exam scores: mark according to the answer, 10.0 scale 

2. The course grade is the total score of all parts of the course's assessment multiplied by the 

corresponding weight. The course grade is rounded to one decimal place, then converted to the 

following letter grades: 

a. Passing grades: 

A (8.5 - 10) Excellent 

B (7.0 - 8.4) Good 

C (5.5 - 6.9) Average 

D (4.0 - 5.4) Below Average 

b. Failing grades: F (less than 4.0) Poor 

c. For those courses that do not have sufficient basis to be included in the calculation of semester 

GPA, when rate levels can use the following symbols are used: 

 I: Not enough data for evaluation. 

 X: Not yet received the exam results. 

d. For courses that are allowed by the university to transfer points, when assessing the rating, the 

R mark is used with the results. 

3. The classification of grades A, B, C, D, and F applies to the following cases: 

a. For those courses in which students have sufficient assessment scores, including dropping out, 

quitting tests or quitting exams without reason or not taking the test (as provided in Clause 3 of 

Article 20) or if the examination is suspended due to a violation of the examination regulations at 

the level of suspension of canceling the exam results, student must receive a score of 0; 

b. Converting from grade I, when assessment results, that students are allowed to owe by the 

lecturer before, have been obtained. 

c. Convert from grade X. 

4. Grade F, apart from being applicable to the cases mentioned in Clause 3 of this Article, also 

applies to students violating the examination regulations, being penalised to receive grade F. 
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5. Grade I is applicable to the following cases: 

a. During the study period or during final exam period, students who are sick or in accidents 

cannot attend mid-term exams or end-of-course exams, but must be authorized by the Head of the 

Training Department; 

b. Students cannot attend mid-term exams or end-of-course exams for objective reasons, but must 

be approved by the Head of the Training Department. 

Before the start of a new semester, students who receive a grade I must pay off the points owed 

to be accepted for point transfer. In case the student has not paid score owed and has not yet 

transferred the points but does not fall into the case of being forced to drop out of university, he / 

she is allowed to continue to study in the following semesters. 

6. Grade X is applicable to the courses that the Univeristy's Training Department has not yet 

received reports of students' academic results from the Faculty. 

7. The R symbol applies to the following cases: 

a. Grades are assessed at grades A, B, C, and D at the beginning of the semester assessment (if 

any) for some courses that are allowed to take tests earlier to help students fast track academic 

progress. 

b. The courses that have results being accepted when students move from one university to 

another or switch between programs. 

 

Article 24. Calculate the grade point average (GPA) 

1. To calculate the semester GPA and the cumulative overall GPA, the grade in letters of each 

subjects must be converted into numbers as below: 

A corresponds to 4 

B corresponds to 3 

C corresponds to 2 

D corresponds to 1 

F corresponds to 0 

2. The semester GPA and the cumulative overall GPA are calculated by the following formula 

and rounded to 2 decimal places: 
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A stand for semester GPA and the cumulative overall GPA  

ai is the grade of the ith subject 

ni is the number of credits of the ith subject 

n is the total number of credits. 
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The semester GPA for consideration of scholarships and awards at the end of each semester is 

only calculated based on the final exam results at the first attempt. 

The semester GPA and the cumulative overall GPA for consideration of dropout, student 

academic performance rankings and graduation rankings are calculated using the highest final 

exam score among attempts. 

For students with equal grades, the criteria for participating in class, office and school activities 

shall be taken in to account for consideration. 

 

Article 25. Penalties for violating exam rules 

1. While attending regular tests, preparing essays, group exercises, taking mid-term exams, final 

exams, preparing graduation thesis, if violating the regulations, students will be disciplined for 

the course being violated. 

2. Students who impersonate other in exams and vise versa, are disciplined with at level of one-

year suspension for the first violation and being forced drop out for the second violation. 

3. Except for cases provided Clause 2 of this Article, the extent of the offense and disciplinary 

framework for misconduct students shall be in accordance with the University and College 

Admission Regulation. 

 

Article 26. Conduct of graduation internship 

1. At the beginning of the last semester of the program, AEP Office will review and assign 

graduation internship opportunities to eligible students specified in Clause 4 of this Article. 

Specific time is announced on the training plan of the program. 

2. Graduation internship is a compulsory course in the training program. 

3. Graduation internship implementation period: 15 weeks, implemented simultaneously with a 

number of other subjects of the last semester (if possible). 

4. Requirements for students to conduct graduation internship 

At the time of review (at the beginning of the last semester), students who meet the following 

requirements will be eligible for graduation internship: 

- Not being accused of violating the Criminal Law or not being disciplined at the suspension 

level;  

− Submitted graduation internship proposal approved by lecturers; 

- Accumulate at least 90 credits (without unsatisfactory grades) of the training program 

(excluding Defense Education, Physical Education, subjects in the last semester of the course); 

− The cumulative average score reaches 2.00 or higher (4.0 scale) 

 

Article 27. Assessment of graduation thesis 

 

1. The AEP Office will organize a Committee to assess students’ graduation theses. Students will 

present the content of their thesis and answer questions to the Committee members. 

2. Thesis grade is the mean of grades by all committee members and supervisors.  
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3. In case students take internship abroad: Thesis grade is the mean of grades by all committee 

members and supervisors (both Vietnamese and foreign supervisors).  

4. Formula to calculate thesis grade (G): 

 

 

 

 

5. Thesis, graduation report grade is included in the GPA of the entire program. 

6. Students with a thesis, graduation report with an F grade, or during the time of conducting 

internship violating the regulations of the university or locality, host agencies and organizations 

and not being recognized for internship result must retake the internship. In order to repeat the 

internship, students must write an application and submit to the office for consideration.  

 

Article 28. Graduation eligibility 

1. For Vietnamese students  

a) Up to graduation consideration period, not being accused of violating the Criminal Law or not 

being disciplined at the suspension level;  

b) Complete enough of the prescribed subjects of the advanced training program;  

c) The GPA of the entire course is 2.00 or more (4.0 scale) and no subject of the program with an 

F;  

d) Having a defense education certificate;  

e) Having Internet and Computing Core certification IC3;  

f) Having an international IELTS certificate of 5.5 or higher. 

1.2. For international students 

a) Up to graduation consideration period, not being accused of violating the Criminal Law or not 

being disciplined at the suspension level;  

b) Complete enough of the prescribed subjects of the advanced training program;  

c) The GPA of the entire course is 2.00 or more (4.0 scale) and no subject of the program with an 

F;  

e) Having Internet and Computing Core certification IC3;  

f) Having an international IELTS certificate of 5.5 or higher. Students with nationalities in 

Countries with English as an Official Language are not required to submit IELTS certificate. 

* Note: For students who are citizen of countries where English is not an Official Language, after 

1 year from the date of thesis viva vose defence, have not yet reached the language requirement 

IELTS 5.5 or higher, you can be considered for a degree of a general program if you meet the 

conditions below: 

a) Request for consideration to graduate with a general university degree like a general program; 

b) Having an international IELTS certificate with a score of 5.0 or higher. 

The Training Department will set up a panel to review and recognize the equivalent credits 

between AEP and the mass program, from which a decision will be made on the transition. 

 

Article 29. Regulations for graduation approval 

1. University degree is granted according to training major/majors (single or dual majors). 

Graduation classification is based on the cumulative grade point average (GPA) of the entire 

programe as follows: 

                             G by supervisor + G by Committee member 1 + G by Committee member 2 + G by Committee member n                        

Thesis grade =  

                                                                                                    (n +1) 
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a. Excellent: GPA from 3.60 to 4.00 

b. Very good: GPA from 3.20 to 3.59 

c.Good: GPA from 2.50 to 3.19 

d. Average good: GPA from 2.30 to 2.49 

e. Ordinary: GPA accumulated from 2.00 to 2.29. 

2. Graduation classification of students with Excellent and Very good academic performance will 

be reduced by one level if falling into one of the following cases: 

a) The proportion of subjects that must be retaken (including credits with a grade below D in one 

of the attempts at in subjects counted for graduation points) exceeding 5% of the total credits of 

the whole program; 

b) Has been disciplined from the warning level or more during the study period. 

3. Students' academic performace must be recorded on the transcript accordingly to each course. 

On the transcript, the names of the major and specialisation that the student study are also 

recorded. 

4. Students owing IELTS, IC3, physical education certificate (all students), defense education 

certificate (Vietnamese students), must accomplish and submit all the certificates to be eligible 

for graduation consideration. 

 


